BLISS GROUP
2019-20
The new session started in
April and a new batch of
children joined the school.
There were twelve children
in Bliss Group but Hemant
has left the school in this
session. So, presently the
strength of the group is
only eleven. The names of
the children in the group
are:
Rashmita,
Kartik,
Archita, Deepak, Laxman,
Khushi, Jasmin, Anuraj,
Anshuman, Jyotish and Pushkar. The average attendance of children is ten
to twelve. The children have immense energy and they can walk for the long
distance required. Some of the children come to the hostel at 7:30 am, have
their breakfast and then come to the school.
HEALTH AND HYGINE:
The children of the Bliss
Group reach the school at
8:30 AM. After reaching, they
go for brushing their teeth.
Most of the children come to
the school after having a
bath. They come in clean
clothes and with oil on their
hair. If they have not taken a
bath; the diyas help them in
taking a bath. Some of the
children have still not learnt proper toilet leaning.
All the children like to eat the vegetables. Most of the children prefer curd to
rice and vegetables. After finishing the food, they wash their own plates and
rinse their mouth properly.

CIRCLE TIME:
At 9:00 am, the children come for chanting. Before starting the chanting one
of them sweeps the place and arranges the flowers for the Mother. The
children sit in a circle in front of the Mother’s picture and do chanting. They
like to sing the devotional songs or rhymes along with actions. Most of the
children like to sing the rhymes with easy lines that they can remember and
pronounce well, for example; “standing line one”, and “everybody clap”.
They have also learnt some new chants like:
Vasu de vsutamdevam, Narayanam nirakaram, Shantakaram, Adidevam,
Ananda mayi chaitanya mayi, Om namo Narayana, Suklam varadharam
Vishnu, Gayatri mantra, Saraswati mantra, Trayambakam yajamahe,Om
namo shivay and Sri mata sarnam
They have also learnt some bhajans:
Chupke chupke kanhaaya, Krishna khade, Jai Ganaraya, Jai Ganesh deva,
Om Ganaganapataye, Gopala Gopala, God’s love and Oh! Sweet Mother
They have learnt some songs as well:
Majhire majhi, Chanda mama goll goll,
Roz savere bili mosi, Chand se sital
bannana sikho, Chidya bole kutkut, Door
kinare, Ek brikshya vishal, Dekho dekho
bandar, Nachu mere more,Everybody clap.
They have learnt some rhymes:
Aeroplane-Aeroplane up in the sky, Rata
tata tata the dancing cat, Five little
monkeys, One two three…, Teddy bear, If
I were a butterfly, The wheels on the bus
LANGUAGES:
HINDI:
When the children joined the school, they all were speaking with each other
only in their tribal language; Paraja. But now they can not only understand
Hindi but interact with each other and with everyone else in Hindi using full
sentences. They can comprehend the stories even if they are narrated in
Hindi. They enjoy listening to the stories from the books which have lots of
pictures.

ENGLISH:
They can understand English a little but
still cannot interact with others using full
sentences. Most of the children in the
Bliss Group enjoy the stories related to
animals and vehicles. Many of them try
to act like animals and birds and even
imitate their sounds. They are more
interested in hearing stories if they are
told with actions and expressions. They
have learnt the names of some common
fruits, birds, vegetables, flowers and
animals. They can identify some of the
names of colours. They have also learnt
some names of the external parts of our body.
MATHEMATICS:
They are able to work on the basic
concepts like big -small, long- short, thinfat and tall- short. Some of the children
can identify similar pictures. Most of the
children have learnt counting from one to
ten with the help of objects. Some of the
children are familiar with different shapes
such as circles, squares, rectangles and
triangles. They have learnt counting with
the help of beads, dry leaves, pebbles, dry
flowers, sticks, seeds and shells. Some
children are very fast in counting
numbers.
SKILL WORK:
Most of them are more interested in art, craft and works of skill works
rather than any other type of work. They love making drawings of flowers,
butterflies, trees and vehicles. They enjoy cutting coloured paper for making
collages, pasting and other paper-folding activities. They share their colours
with one another. Some children have a keen sense of colours and chose the
right colours and make excellent and neat drawings. They love to make
fishes, fans, butterflies, umbrellas, double boats, clowns and birds by paper
folding. They need only a little guidance while making these objects. They
made some bowls, ladoos, tortoises, roses, boats, moband other utensils by
using clay. They also made some beautiful wall hanging objects with paper,

for instance, butterflies, moon with stars, spray painting, palm paintings.
The children like sand art and have learnt to make drawings of vegetables.

GAMES:
The children like to play both
outdoor and indoor games. They
play in a friendly manner and
like to share their playthings
with each other. If any of the
toys break, then Laxman tries to
repair it like a mechanic every
time. They all are expert in
climbing the trees. They love
playing in the sand pit, climbing
the
ladders,
running
and
jumping in the sand pit. They
make temples and castles with sand and then decorate them with flowers
and leaves. They enjoy playing games related to animals and love mimicking
them by trying to talk and walk like them. They have learnt some of the
games like Duck and Goose, Ice and Water and the Chain game. The
children of the Bliss Group love to play with the Smile Group. Some of the
children like to run around the school’s stage. Sometimes the diyas take
them for a walk on the hills to build up their stamina.

CELEBRATIONS:
They enjoy taking part in all the programmes held in the School. Many of
the children get very excited before their performance. All the children love
dressing up and doing make-up especially the girls. They love putting
kumkum, lipstick, kajal, bindi, powder, etc. On July 5, they did a dance on
the song “bum bum bole” and on August 15, they performed on “desh mere
desh”. On Janamashtami, they recited some slokas such as





Vasudevam
Om namo narayanaya
Shanta karam
Narayanam nirakaram
Shuklam veradharam Vishnu

They also enjoy watching the other groups perform. For Dussehra, all the
children went Koraput to enjoy their holiday by watching some idols of gods
and goddesses. On November 29, (bhaiya’s birthday), the children sang a
song “badhai ho badhaiyan”. On Basant Panchami they sang a bhajan
“sharde varde maa”.
On
February 21, the children did a
dance on “aaj hai Sunday”.

SPORTS DAY:
The children of the Bliss Group children were happy to participate in the
programme as it was their first time. They performed an “acrobatic dance”.
All of them were very excited even before the programme started. Their
performance was really appreciated because they were well coordinated with
each and danced with wide smiles on their faces. Some of them followed the
steps of their peers who were in the rows ahead of them. They loved to dress
up. Most of the children liked the way of dressing. They also took part in
some fun games like balancing the marble on the spoon, sack jump, musical
chairs, searching for a coin in the water in a bucket, etc. They all enjoyed
playing the games and loved the juice after the games.

